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Student dies in microwave electrocution
Danny Wenger
DAILY EGYPTIAN

An SIUC student died Thursday
morning after a microwave he was
working on electrocuted him.
Ryan Harris, a 30-year-old business student from Bollingbrook, was
electrocuted at about 3 a.m. in his
trailer. Carbondale Police Sgt. Don
Priddy said the death was accidental.
“His roommate said he’d worked
on the microwave off and on over
the years,” Priddy said. “He’d just
take the cover off and work on it.”
Harris held a degree in elec-

tronic systems technology from the
College of Applied Science and
Arts. Linda Seibert, chief academic
officer at the College of Business
and Administration, said Harris was
a student in accounting working
towards either a second degree or
entering the MBA program.
He was also an employee of
the SIUC Physical Plant and the
Nights Over Egypt restaurant.
Priddy said Harris was discovered lying on the kitchen floor —
the microwave next to him — by
his roommate.
“The cover was off the microwave and it was plugged in,” he said.

Police performed CPR and
Harris was taken by ambulance to
Memorial Hospital of Carbondale,
where he was pronounced dead.
Seibert said the business school is
waiting for the Transitional Services
department to inform them of the
proper response for the family.
She said the university’s response
to student deaths depends on the
situation. Sometimes faculty members are advised to make no attempt
to contact the family.
“Typically, we send at least a
card,” Seibert said.
Harris’ friends have created a
group on Facebook in remembrance

of him. The group plans to hold
a candlelight memorial between 9
and 10 tonight at Nights Over
Egypt, located at 218 N. Illinois
Ave.
Dave Jacobs, an employee of Mid-America Service in
Carbondale, said a microwave could
shock a person with as much as
4,000 volts and 12 amperes. MidAmerica Service is a company that
works with appliance repair.
The amount of current in a
microwave is more than enough to
kill a person, Jacobs said.
Even when unplugged, there are
parts in the microwave that can

hold up to 2,000 volts.
“Most microwaves have a warning label that says high voltage,”
he said.
When working on appliances,
Jacobs said people often grab parts
that shock them. The electric shock
causes their muscles to contract and
they can’t let go.
“Muscles are controlled with
electric impulses,” Jacobs said. “The
electricity from whatever they’re
holding is stronger, so they have no
control to let go.
dwenger@siu.edu
536-3311 ext. 273

University
assembling
enrollment
committee
Sean McGahan
DAILY EGYPTIAN

When SIU President Glenn
Poshard said enrollment was probably the number one issue the university faces, he was referring to more
than warm bodies at desks.
Poshard said his staff calculates
that for every prospective student lost,
the university loses at least $10,000
when considering tuition, housing,
food and state reimbursements.
“So for the 1,500 students we’ve
lost, that’s $15 million to the university,” he said. “We can’t afford it. We
have to turn this enrollment thing
around, and it’s multi-faceted. There
are a lot of reasons why we are where
we are.”
On-campus fall enrollment at
SIUC has dropped 7.4 percent over
the past six years. On-campus enrollment from the fall 2006 semester
to the spring semester dropped 6.8
percent.
Interim Chancellor John Dunn
said Thursday a committee is being
assembled to address these problems
and develop a strategic enrollment
management plan.
He said the 15 to 18-member
group would set targets and goals for
enrollment and determine what areas
of recruitment and retention need to
be adjusted.
“The end result of this will tie
back in to how we tell our story as a
university, with some implications for
our branding and our marketing and
our image,” he said.
Dunn said the committee should
meet for the first time during the first
or second week of March and should
have some sort of outcome in May,
but not necessarily its final product.
“One of the things it will do when
it’s done is it will help to set some
targets and some goals and we’ll test
some of those,” he said. “We’ll say it
seems to us if we do this in this area
we’ll net a few more students here.
Then we’ll adjust from there.”
Dunn said the group would be
assembled with representatives from
Student Affairs, Undergraduate
Admissions, New Student Programs,
See ENROLLMENT, Page 14

J OSEPH M IDKIFF ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

Yukik Kanamoni, an SIUC graduate in cinema and photography, practices the movements to the song ‘Soran-Bushi’ (For the
Fisherman) on Tuesday at the Student Center. Kanamoni and about 14 other participants will perform the dance at 7 tonight in the
Student Center ballrooms as part of the International Festival.

New program helps employ
graduates with disabilities
Joe Crawford
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Most SIUC students come to the university in hopes of someday graduating and
finding a fulfilling job.
Graduating is often the easy part for
students with disabilities, said Burt Pusch,
director of program services for Transition to
Employment.
Pusch, a post-doctoral research student from Carbondale, said Transition to
Employment is a program designed to match
graduates with disabilities with potential
employers.
The program starts with a seminar at 9
a.m. today in the Student Health Center
Auditorium.
The SIUC-based program also offers services to students from SIU-Edwardsville,
John A. Logan College, Rend Lake College,
Southeastern Illinois College and Shawnee
College.

‘‘W

e are not a job placement
service. They’re the key to
this thing happening — not us.
— Burt Pusch
director of program services
for Transition to Employment

Pusch said he and other Disability
Support Services employees would interview
the applicants, review their resumes, help
them search for jobs and give them tips on
interviewing.
The graduates will not be detached from
the process, Pusch said.
“We are not a job placement service,” he
said. “They’re the key to this thing happening
— not us.”
The program is especially important now
because the unemployment rate for people
See EMPLOY, Page 14

D AN CELVI ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

Burt Pusch works in his office in Woody Hall on
Thursday. He is the director of program services for
Transition to Employment, which assists disabled
students with their job search after graduation.
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CALENDAR

Russian conversation
group

Columbia University students protest war

• 4 p.m. today at the Northwest Annex,
International Programs and Services
• Intermediate/advanced Russian speakers
meet to talk
• Free admission

Culture show

• 7 to 9 p.m. today at the Student Center
ballrooms
• Free admission

Black History Month

St. Louis Black Reparatory Theater
• 7 p.m. Saturday at the Communications
Building, Christian Moe Theater
• A play entitled “No Land’s Man: A Chapter
in the Lives of Dred and Harriet Scott”
• Free admission

Darwinism lecture

•3 to 4 p.m. Saturday at Faner Hall,
Museum Auditorium
• Garland Allen from Washington
University will be speaking on “The
Pragmatics of Social Control: From Social
Darwinism to Eugenics and the ‘Control of
Human Evolution’”
• Free admission, open to public

N E W YORK (AP) — Students at Columbia University — once a hotbed of antiVietnam protests — walked out of classes Thursday to raise their voices against the war
in Iraq.
More than 200 protesters showed up for the rally organized by the newly
formed Columbia Coalition Against the War, which includes the Internationalist
Socialist Organization, Students for Justice in the Middle East and the Working
Families Party.
The protests come amid Congressional debates on whether to block Bush’s proposed
boost of U.S. troops in Iraq, coinciding with the fourth anniversary of the massive protests
staged in the weeks before Operation Iraqi Freedom began on March 20, 2003.
In April 1968, Columbia’s Low Library was the center of a storm as about 1,000 protesters barricaded themselves inside campus buildings for a week to demonstrate against
the Vietnam War.

Fire that killed 10 people likely caused by cigarette

LO U I S VILLE, Ky. (AP) — A cigarette left burning near a chair likely caused the house
fire that killed 10 people earlier this month, a top fire official said Thursday, citing an astray
found nearby.
The victims, four adults and six children in an extended family, all died from
smoke inhalation in the Feb. 6 fire in Bardstown. One person survived with non-life
threatening injuries.
The cigarette burned for about 40 minutes, producing toxic smoke, before anybody noticed, Goodwin said. The smoke initially was not enough to kill the victims, but
the fire began spreading to furniture and walls, then engulfed the house, the
official said.
The Kentucky Legislature is considering legislation requiring cigarettes sold in
Kentucky to be made out of fire-safe paper, which extinguishes itself when left alone.
The fire was the worst in Kentucky since the Beverly Hills Supper Club fire in 1977,
which killed 165 people.

Four doctors indicted in alleged allergy scam

C H I C AGO (AP) — Four doctors and six other people who provided allergy shots to
hundreds of individuals, allegedly under unsanitary conditions, have been indicted on
federal charges of swindling insurance companies out of more than $1.5 million.
The 34-count indictment returned Wednesday also said hundreds of patients were
defrauded by the scheme in which blood samples allegedly were degraded because they
weren’t sent to labs for testing until the insurance payments were received. Also unqualified people allegedly prepared the allergy shots.
The indictment said all the defendants were associated with a group of businesses
operating in Chicago, northwest Indiana and Phoenix, principally under the name of
American Institute of Allergy.

The calendar is a free service for
community groups. We cannot
guarantee that all items will run.
Submit calendar items to the
D AILY E GYPTIAN newsroom,
Communications 1247, at least
two days before event, or call
536-3311, ext. 266.

Peanut butter recalled after salmonella outbreak

POLICE REPORTS
There are no items to report today.

CORRECTIONS
In Thursday’s D AILY E GYPTIAN , the
page 1 story “Students charged with
arson” should have stated that Travis
Clem is no longer an SIUC student. The
D AILY E GYPTIAN regrets this error.

O M A HA, Neb. (AP) — ConAgra Foods Inc. told consumers to discard certain jars
of Peter Pan and Great Value peanut butter after the spread was linked to a salmonella
outbreak that has sickened almost 300 people nationwide.
The salmonella outbreak, which federal health officials said has sickened 288 people
in 39 states since August, was linked to tainted peanut butter produced by ConAgra at a
plant in Sylvester, Ga.
CDC officials believe the salmonella outbreak to be the nation’s first stemming
from peanut butter. The most cases were reported in New York, Pennsylvania, Virginia,
Tennessee and Missouri.
In Illinois, officials said five cases may be linked to the national outbreak because the
people tested positive for the same form of salmonella.
Nationwide, about 20 percent of all the ill were hospitalized, and there were no
deaths, Lynch said. About 85 percent of the infected people said they ate peanut butter,
CDC officials said.

AccuWeather 5-Day Forecast for Carbondale

AccuWeather.com

®

TODAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

Partly sunny and
breezy

A bit of snow

Partly sunny

Clouds and sun;
breezy

Rain possible

26°

33°

22°

38°

Illinois Weather

23°

36°

37°

47°

National Cities

Almanac
Carbondale through 3 p.m. yesterday

Rockford
21/14
Rock Island
26/16

Peoria
27/20

High/low yesterday .................... 21°/13°
Normal high/low ........................ 45°/24°

Precipitation:

24 hours ending 3 p.m. yest. ........ 0.00”
Month to date ............................... 1.68”
Normal month to date ................... 1.52”
Year to date .................................. 5.06”
Normal year to date ...................... 4.43”

Sun and Moon

Quincy
30/21

Champaign
24/20
Springfield
30/21

Sunrise today ......................... 6:46 a.m.
Sunset tonight ........................ 5:37 p.m.
Moonrise today ...................... 6:20 a.m.
Moonset today ....................... 4:38 p.m.
Last
New
First
Full

Feb 17

Shown is today’s
weather. Temperatures
are today’s highs
and tonight’s lows.

City
Bloomington
Cape Girardeau
Champaign
Chicago
Danville
Edwardsville
Moline
Mt. Vernon
Paducah
Peoria
Quincy
Rockford
Springfield

Today

Hi
25
35
24
22
24
34
27
34
32
27
30
21
30

Lo
17
23
20
19
21
24
19
25
26
20
21
14
21

20s

Cairo
36/25

Regional Cities

W
sn
s
sn
sn
sn
pc
sn
pc
s
sn
sn
sn
sn

Hi
30
39
25
28
27
37
27
35
37
32
33
26
29

Feb 24

Mar 3

30s

Sat.
Lo
17
21
12
13
15
21
11
19
24
16
17
9
15

W
sf
sn
sf
sf
sn
sn
sf
sn
sn
sf
sf
sf
sn

10s

0s

Anchorage
27/19

Mar 11

-0s

0s

-0s

20s

Billings
47/19

30s

20s

Winnipeg
22/4
Minneapolis
21/13

40s

20s

Denver
53/24

Cold Front
Warm Front
Stationary
Front

80s
70s

80s
La Paz
81/57

El Paso
62/39

70s

80s

70s
60s 50s

70s

Montreal
14/12

Toronto
21/14

10s

40s

10s

Hi
52
36
33
59
48
30
38
72
41
63
31
63
78
63
56
37

Sat.
Lo
29
25
19
36
23
16
23
48
25
40
26
41
53
47
42
26

W
pc
pc
sn
s
s
sn
c
s
sn
s
pc
s
s
s
pc
sn

Monterrey
50s 61/41

20s

Shown are
noon positions
of weather
systems and
precipitation.
Temperature
bands are
highs for the
20s day. Forecast
high/low
temperatures
30s are given for
selected cities

New York
28/24

Washington
33/18

40s

Atlanta
44/26

Houston
52/37

60s

Chihuahua
64/34

10s

30s

50s

Los Angeles
83/54

10s

Detroit
Chicago 20/17
30s 22/19

60s
San
Francisco
65/48

0s

0s

10s

Calgary
37/21

40s

Seattle
52/42

W
s
sf
s
s
pc
pc
pc
s
s
s
s
pc
s
s
c
s

-0s

-10s

Vancouver
49/42

50s

Lo
26
22
20
38
24
22
25
48
27
35
24
31
50
48
42
18

All forecasts and maps provided by
AccuWeather, Inc. ©2007

-20s

20s
30s

Hi
44
30
24
52
53
26
35
73
36
48
28
57
76
65
52
33

Legend: W-weather, s-sunny, pc-partly cloudy,
c-cloudy, sh-showers, t-thunderstorms, r-rain,
sf-snow flurries, sn-snow, i-ice.

National Weather Today

Carbondale
33/26

Today

City
Atlanta
Boston
Cincinnati
Dallas
Denver
Indianapolis
Kansas City
Las Vegas
Nashville
New Orleans
New York City
Orlando
Phoenix
San Francisco
Seattle
Washington, DC

Temperature:
Chicago
22/19

39°

56°

Miami
Miami
71/45

50s
60s
70s

Showers
T-storms
Rain
Flurries
Snow
Ice
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Saluki fans nationwide
travel to BracketBusters

Sean McGahan

3)5 STUDENTS AND ALUMNI TREK TO "UTLER

DAILY EGYPTIAN
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When the No. 16 Salukis greet No.
13 Butler Saturday afternoon, they
won’t be staring into a complete sea of
blue and white.
Saluki fans from across the nation
will be in attendance to watch SIU (225) face Butler (24-3) in Indianapolis
at 3 p.m. as part of ESPN’s annual
BracketBusters. It is the first time in
BracketBusters history that both teams
are nationally ranked, and Butler holds
the highest ranking of any team the
Salukis have played.
Megan Ornellas, a 1996 SIUC
graduate, lives in Butler’s backyard,
but said she will don the colors of her
alma mater at the game. She said she
was also sporting maroon in the crowd
when the Salukis lost 57-47 to Indiana
in Bloomington Dec. 17, but she is
hoping for a different result this time.
Several other SIU graduates will
join her, including one who is flying
in from North Carolina, Ornellas said.

She said they would make their presence known to the team.
“We’re going to be very, very loud,”
she said. “I think Butler’s going to
be loud and we’re going to be loud.
I think this is going to be a historic
game in a storied atmosphere.”
Ornellas said Butler fans in
Indianapolis have not given her a hard
time when she lets them know where
her allegiance lies.
“I think they’re all just as excited for
this game as we are,” she said.
She said she has followed the team
closely since graduation, and is pleased
with the team’s improvement in recent
years.
“I’m always happy to watch them
whether they’re winning or losing, but
it is a little more satisfying to see those
big wins,” Ornellas said.
Joey Bell, a senior from DeKalb
studying tourism, did not have to
endure the lackluster teams Ornellas
did in her time at SIUC, but said he is
equally excited to travel to the game.
He said he and several friends

would leave Carbondale at 9 a.m.
Saturday to make it to Indianapolis in
time for tip off. He said a friend from
high school attends Butler, and it has
been fun trading smack talk.
“I talked her into going so we can
butt heads a little bit,” Bell said. “It
sweetens the pot for the game a little
bit in case we win.”
He predicted the Salukis would
win by six points in a low-scoring
affair.
“I think it’s going to be a defensive
bloodbath,” he said. “It’s going to be
amazing defense. One for the ages
probably.”
Kendall Steffens, a sophomore
from Elmhurst studying dental
hygiene, said it is her first time traveling with the Salukis, but she is not
nervous about Butler fans.
“I think it’s really important that
some of us go, in a stadium full of
Butler fans,” she said.
sean_mcgahan@dailyegyptian.com
536-3311 ext. 254

Kenichiro
Shimada,
a senior
studying radiotelevision,
removes his
headphones
after the
‘All Things
Considered’
radio broadcast
Thursday
evening in the
WSIU studios.
The station
was off the air
for two days
because of an
equipment
failure.
M ELISSA B ARR
D AILY E GYPTIAN

WSIU radio back on air after malfunction
Alejandro Gonzalez
DAILY EGYPTIAN

A broken unit in WSIU’s radio transmitter
was repaired Thursday afternoon, and the station is back on the air after a two-day outage.
The station went off the air Tuesday after
a power surge knocked out a main component
of the transmitter. The broken part caused the
WSIU station in Carbondale to shut down,
however, broadcasting in Mount Vernon and
Olney continued, said Monica Tichenor,
WSIU’s public information and promotion
coordinator.

WSIU would have been able to broadcast
in Carbondale earlier, but because of the icy
weather the last few days, the delivery truck
could not deliver the part, Tichenor said.
“Because of all the snow and the ice, the
delivery truck was not able to get it to us early
Wednesday morning so they could get us on
the air,” said Tichenor. “So we had to wait until
the roads were clear enough that they could get
the part delivered.”
Besides affecting 20,000 household listeners
in Carbondale, the technical difficulties also
affected the blind and the visually impaired.
WSIU reads news from newspapers and

magazines to people physically unable to read
through a program called Southern Illinois
Radio Information Service.
WSIU transmits the news through closed
circuit feed that can only be heard though a
special radio called a subcarrier. SIRIS broadcasts to about 1,200 people in the Carbondale
area, Tichenor said.
Station manager Jeff Williams said between
150 and 200 listeners called the station to complain about the absence.
“It wasn’t a fun thing for anyone involved.
But we’re back on the air now and we
shouldn’t have any noticeable interruptions,”

Williams said.
He said 1999 was the last time a technical
problem prevented the station from broadcasting the news.
“It’s not a usual occurrence. This is only
the second time in 10 years that we’ve had
any type of a significant outage where we’ve
been off the air for longer than a few minutes,” Williams said. “This is kind of like a
hundred-year flood. It’s not something you’d
expect to happen.”
gonzalez@siu.edu
536-3311 ext. 266
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IRAQ

Official says al-Qaida
leader wounded
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — The leader of alQaida in Iraq was wounded and an aide
was killed in a clash Thursday with Iraqi
forces north of Baghdad, the Interior
Ministry spokesman said.
The clash occurred near Balad, a
major U.S. base about 50 miles north
of the capital, Brig. Gen. Abdul-Karim
Khalaf said.
Khalaf said al-Qaida in Iraq leader
Abu Ayyub al-Masri was wounded and
his aide, identified as Abu Abdullah alMajemaai, was killed.
Al-Masri took over the leadership
of al-Qaida in Iraq after its charismatic
leader, Abu Musab al-Zarqawi, was killed
in a U.S. airstrike last June in Diyala province northeast of Baghdad.

MOSCOW

Putin elevates
defense minister
M O S CO W (AP) — President Vladimir
Putin promoted his hawkish defense
minister to a top government post on
Thursday, a move that puts Putin’s two
heirs apparent on equal footing before
next year’s election to replace the popular leader.
Both Sergei Ivanov and the more
liberal Dmitry Medvedev have received
lavish coverage in the Russian media,
which is strongly influenced by the
Kremlin, and are seen as the chief rivals
for anointment by Putin as his favored
successor in the March 2008 election.
Each man now holds the title of first
vice-premier, formalizing a rivalry that is
never mentioned officially but is played
out daily on state-run television.
Putin replaced Ivanov as defense
minister with Anatoly Serdyukov, until
now head of the federal tax agency.
Putin praised Ivanov’s work in six years
as military chief and said he was broadening his responsibilities to include
oversight of defense and some civilian
industries.

WASHINGTON

Bush asks NATO
allies to send troops
to Afghanistan
WA S H I N G T O N (AP) — President
Bush said Thursday that NATO allies need
to supply more soldiers to Afghanistan and
be willing to send them into the most violent battles with Taliban fighters, who are
gearing up for a new spring offensive.
The call for NATO nations to supply
more soldiers and equipment to fight
the Taliban was a nudge to Germany and
other NATO nations that have kept their
troops out of the most violent parts of
Afghanistan.
Bush called 2006 the most violent year
in Afghanistan since the invasion.
Bush has asked Congress for $10.6
billion during the next two years for
Afghanistan — $8.6 billion for training and
equipping Afghan police and security forces and $2 billion for reconstruction.

SOUTH KOREA

Koreas to resume
high-level talks
S E O U L , South Korea (AP) — The two
Koreas will hold talks late this month aimed
at improving relations, a South Korean official said Thursday, the first sign of easing tensions between the countries after
the North signed a nuclear disarmament
agreement.
North Korea’s top envoy to six-nation
talks nuclear talks also said Pyongyang is
ready to implement the accord reached
earlier this week.
The Cabinet-level talks between the
two Koreas will be held in the North Korean
capital, Pyongyang, from Feb. 27 to March
2.
South and North Korea have held
19 high-level meetings since 2000, but
they have been suspended amid chilled
relations following North Korea’s missile
launches in July and its nuclear test in
October. intention.

C HUCK KENNEDY ~ M C C LATCHY -TRIBUNE

From left: U.S. Sen. Ted Kennedy (D-Mass.), Sen. Carl Levin (D-Mich.) and Sen. John McCain (R-Ariz.) share a light moment before a
hearing of the Senate Armed Services Committee on the readiness of the Army and Marine Corps on Thursday in Washington, D.C.

Investigators: Billions of dollars
wasted in Iraq, more to come
Hope Yen
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WA S H I N GT O N — The
U.S. government has squandered
as much as $10 billion in public
money on Iraq reconstruction aid
because of overcharges and unsubstantiated expenses. More is yet
to come, federal investigators said
Thursday.
The three top auditors overseeing work in Iraq told a House
committee their review of $57
billion in Iraq contracts found that
Defense and State department officials condoned or allowed repeated
work delays, bloated expenses and
payments for shoddy work or work
never done.
More than one in six dollars
charged by U.S. contractors were
questionable or unsupported,
nearly triple the amount of waste

the Government Accountability Reform Committee came as
Office estimated last fall.
Congress prepares for a show“There is no accountability,” down with President Bush next
said David M. Walker, who heads month over his budget request of
the auditing arm of
nearly $100 billion
Congress.
for the wars in Iraq
“Organizations
and Afghanistan.
rganizations
charged with overSo far, the Bush
charged
seeing contracts are
administration has
not held accountspent more than
with overseeing
able. Contractors
$350 million on the
are
not
held
contracts are not Iraq war and reconaccountable.”
effort.
held accountable. struction
Also
testifyThe
Army,
ing Thursday were
Contractors are not which handles most
Stuart Bowen, the
the Iraq contractheld accountable. of
special inspector
ing, said Thursday
general for Iraq
— David M. Walker it had not reviewed
head of the auditing arm of the latest contract
reconstruction, and
Congress
William H. Reed,
figures.
director of the
“The U.S. Army,
Defense Contract Audit Agency.
along with the Departments of
The appearance before the Defense and State, continue to
House Oversight and Government help thousands of Iraqis daily with

‘‘
O

Pelosi: Bush lacks
power to invade Iran
David Espo
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WA S H I N GT O N —
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi said
Thursday that President Bush
lacks the authority to invade Iran
without specific approval from
Congress, a fresh challenge to the
commander in chief on the eve
of a symbolic vote critical of his
troop buildup in Iraq.
Pelosi, D-Calif., noted that
Bush consistently said he supports a diplomatic resolution to
differences with Iran “and I take
him at his word.”
At the same time, she said, “I
do believe that Congress should
assert itself, though, and make it
very clear that there is no previous
authority for the president, any
president, to go into Iran.”
Pelosi spoke in an interview

in the Capitol as the House
moved through a third marathon day of debate on a nonbinding measure that disapproves of the military buildup
in Iraq while expressing support
for the troops.
Passage of the measure was
expected Friday. Pelosi and other
Democrats have said approval
would mark the first step in an
effort by the new Democraticcontrolled Congress to force
Bush to change course in a war
that has killed more than 3,100
U.S. troops.
Bush administration officials
and their allies are resigned to
House passage of the resolution and have worked in recent
days to hold down defections by
GOP lawmakers.
But Bush took a swipe at his
critics during the day.

reconstruction projects to provide them with better lives,” said
spokeswoman Mary Ann Hodges.
Senate Democrats said recently
cited cases of waste were “outrageous rip-offs of the American
taxpayer” and introduced legislation Thursday to stiffen punishment for war profiteers and cut
down on cronyism in contracting.
Walker complained that GAO
investigators have difficulty getting basic detail about reconstruction contracts such as expenses and
subcontractors involved because
many Pentagon divisions fail to
consistently track or fully report
them.
Rep. Henry Waxman, D-Calif.,
the committee chairman, has
pledged scores of investigations
of fraud, waste and abuse — with
subpoenas if necessary — on the
administration’s watch.

Parents sentenced two
years in ‘caged kids’ case
Thomas J. Sheeran
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

N O R WA L K , Ohio — A
couple who forced some of their
11 adopted, special-needs children
to sleep in cages were sentenced
to two years in prison each for
child endangering Thursday, after
emotional statements in which the
parents claimed they were only trying to keep the kids safe.
Sharen Gravelle told the court
the children were never confined
as punishment but rather to protect
them, including a child who wanted
to jump out a second-floor window.
“Would you prefer that we let
them jump? Either way, we’d be
here. The difference is they’re still
alive,” she said in a 26-minute statement.
Gravelle blamed social services
officials for not helping her and

her husband, Michael, control the
destructive behavior of some of the
youngsters.
The children, who suffered from
problems such as fetal alcohol syndrome and a disorder that involves
eating nonfood items, ranged in
age from 1 to 14 when authorities removed them in September
2005 from the Gravelles’ home in
Wakeman, about 60 miles west of
Cleveland. They were placed in foster care in fall 2005 and the couple
lost custody last March.
Sharen Gravelle kept her head
down taking notes while the judge
read the sentences. Michael Gravelle
sat back in his chair, holding his face
in his left hand.
Each could have received up to
five years in prison for each of the
four felonies they were convicted of
in December. They also were convicted of seven misdemeanors.
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Patrol program preps future police
Danny Wenger
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Harold Tucker participated in
Saluki Patrol when he attended SIU
in the 1980s — so did Todd Sigler.
Today, Tucker is a lieutenant with
the SIU police department and Sigler
is the chief.
“It gave me a very real view of the
kinds of things I would be experiencing once I got to be an actual police
officer,” Tucker said.
Saluki Patrol, a student work program, started in 1959, offering students the chance to gain experience
by working alongside police officers.
Students in the program assist university police in several areas including traffic direction, crowd control
and building security.
“They augment exactly what the
police often do, but they don’t have
that same commissioned power,”
Tucker said.
Although Saluki Patrol officers
don’t carry guns, Tucker said they are
trained to use pepper spray. The patrol
officers also cannot make arrests.
Tucker also said the program
is open to all students regardless
of their major. He said the only
requirement is that the students
have a good academic standing with

the university.
There are 10 Saluki patrol officers. Tucker said the number of officers is slightly less than before, in part
due to lower numbers across campus.
During past years, the program has
had as many as 20 students, he said.
Luke Goessman, a junior from
Morrison studying administration of
justice, has been on the patrol for
about a year. He said he joined after
training with the U.S. Marines.
“I thought it’d be a great way to
put my foot in the door,” he said.
Goessman said the biggest advantage on the patrol is the experience.
“The way I look at it, is it’s almost
like an internship,” he said. “The
hands-on experience, for our age, you
really can’t get anywhere else.”
Goessman said the only thing
he does not like about the job is the
hours. The patrol often assists with
events at night, and Goessman said
weekend shifts are from 9 p.m. to
3 a.m.
Patrol officers are trained to deal
with several different situations.
Goessman said most of the training
is hands-on and learned while patrolling with another officer.
“At the beginning you’re on with
a field training officer,” he said.
“When you’re walking around with

J AKE L OCKARD ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

Saluki Patrol Corporal Luke Goessman fills out a daily activity report Wednesday night. Goessman, a
junior studying administration of justice, has participated in Saluki Patrol for about a year.
your supervisor, the supervisor will go
through and pretty much hold your
hand through the process.”
Tucker said training begins almost
immediately after a student applies

for the job.
“They go through a few weeks
of training,” Tucker said. “I’ve spoken to some who started within
the last week or so, some of them

started their training immediately,
the same day.”
dwenger@siu.edu
536-3311 ext. 273

CITY ELECTIONS

Four takes on economic development
Andrea Zimmermann
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Editor’s Note: This is the first in a series
examining issues in the upcoming election for
Carbondale mayor.
From the cup of joe sold at Longbranch
Coffee House to the thousands of sales raked in
each year at Wal-Mart, economic development
in Carbondale relies on a diverse customer base
for both niche stores and big-box retailers.
Carbondale is a small town that requires bigger-name stores to cater to its thousands of college students, while also catering to its traditional
small businesses.
About 7.25 cents of every dollar spent at
Carbondale businesses goes back to the city as its
main source of revenue.
The retail base brought $588 million from
May 2005 to April — a sum that grew more
than 29 percent since 2001, said Kevin Baity,
assistant city manager for economic development.
During the last four years, several chain restaurants such as Buffalo Wild Wings and Panera
Bread Company have opened, helping to boost
the city’s eateries total to 115 from about 85,
Baity said. That number comes from the Jackson
County Health Department, and includes businesses such as gas stations that sell food.
Development on the town’s east side near
Reed Station Road has also escalated, bringing in
to two hotels and even more restaurants.
However, on the other end of town, the Strip,
which once bustled with activity, adjusts to a new
reality where foot traffic is slow and businesses
come and go quickly.
Each of the candidates running for mayor has
different views of the city’s business future.
Mayor Brad Cole said under his tenure, the
city has seen its first grocery store in downtown
Carbondale in 20 years, another bank and the
city’s first tax-increment financing zone that
offers incentives such as reimbursements to
attract developers.
“It’s not just what’s gone in, but what’s gone
away,” he said.
Cole is referring to local eyesores such as the
Uptown Motel, the American Tap building and
more than 10 other facilities.
Cole called the TIF district a success, but
creating such a zone cannot always predict that
businesses will come calling.
Management professor Reed Nelson said
TIF districts can be dangerous investments if not
done properly because giving out tax breaks for

Brad Cole
• Wants to continue the economic development
actions that took place during his first term
• Those include: attracting more retail stores,
outlets and restaurants to the city, continuing
to demolish old buildings and building on the
first-ever TIF district.

Jessica Davis
• Says she wants to create an aggressive, strategic
plan for economic development in Carbondale
• Wants the city to tap into its ‘untapped resource’
and develop a strong technology sector.

Sheila Simon

Pepper Holder
• Wants to use people at the university to help
create long range plans for the city’s economic
development
• Says the Strip should be revitalized and include
public bathrooms
• Wants to hold several festivals throughout the
year to attract tourists and business

too long can lead to problems.
Mayoral candidate and Councilwoman
Sheila Simon also voted to create the district,
a two-square-block radius from Washington
Street to Logan Avenue and Walnut to Main
streets.
She said the council chose the right spot to
place a TIF district, and it could be possible to
create similar zones in other parts of town.
With the influx of new businesses, Simon
said she wants to create a program that would
recognize existing establishments.
“We can do a better job on assisting locallyowned small businesses,” Simon said.
She said the city’s development focus on the
east side of town has neglected the downtown
and the Strip.
The Strip, which runs from about Grand
Avenue to Oak Street, has deteriorated over
the years, said marketing department chairman
Terry Clark. He said the Strip needs an anchor
store to rejuvenate the foot traffic that it had in
the 1970s when he was a student at SIUC.
He said the Strip has been truncated and now
ends at the Amtrak train station at Highway 51
and Main Street.
“It’s broken,” he said of the Strip. “The town
is like somebody who has had a visit to the dentist. They’ve had a lot of teeth pulled and now
they have a lot of gaps. Really what we’ve got on
the Strip is just watering holes.”
Those gaps include the empty Varsity
Theater, former Saluki Bookstore and the lot
where the American Tap stood.
Roxanne Conley, director of Carbondale
Main Street, said it is a misconception that the

Strip is void of business. Conley’s organization
promotes the downtown area, including the
town square.
“The Strip is not decimated,” she said.
“Before people say things they need to actually
come down and get out of their cars and take a
walk and actually go into the stores and see what
they have available.”
Mayoral candidate Pepper Holder said he
would like to convene a task force of SIUC and
city officials to devise a plan to revitalize downtown and make the community more cohesive.
He said recognizing that he does not have all
the answers would be his first step as mayor.
“Until we establish that one community, this
place will be fighting against itself and it’s a darn
shame,” Holder said.
He said dealing with racism, nepotism and
poverty should come first before handling the
city’s economic problems.
After that, Holder said one suggestion is to
build a parking garage in the City Hall parking
lot to create additional spaces and encourage
people to walk more.
He said public restrooms should be built on
the Strip. The structures could incorporate police
substations, which would help keep watch over
unseemly activities in the restrooms, he said.
He said he would also like to see a permanent
farmer’s market placed downtown.
To pay for these ventures, he said the increased
sales tax revenue would offset the investment.
Cole said the Strip and downtown area is
more vibrant than most people would recognize.
“If you didn’t see what it was before, it’s hard to
see what a vast improvement it’s been,” he said.

• Designate a full-time position for business
development and advocacy
• Establish programs to recognize existing businesses,
regularly assess local business needs
• Work with employers to encourage their employees
to live in Carbondale
• Establish a program to provide small loans to area
youth wishing to build their own small businesses

Cole and Conley both said more students
have cars than they did in the 1970s, and that’s
part of the reason foot traffic decreased. Cole was
also said he sees no difference between developments on the east side of town or downtown.
“It’s all the same city,” he said.
Also, Cole said creating a position that deals
exclusively with economic development rendered
results nearly overnight. That position, held by
Baity, has been combined with duties of the
assistant city manager because of budget issues.
He said the American Tap property, which
has been vacant since it was demolished in 2003,
has not been developed. He would like to acquire
the doctor’s office next to it to make the land
more appealing for developers.
Candidate Jessica Davis said she was too
busy to talk this week and referred the DAILY
EGYPTIAN to recordings of her town hall meetings on her Web site. On the recording, she
doesn’t mention the Strip and its development.
Instead she focused her attention on what she
called “one of our greatest untapped resources in
the city.”
She said retail stores and restaurants bring
jobs, but not ones with decent pay.
Carbondale should become the technology capital of southern Illinois, Davis said. The
university’s many graduates may be more apt
to stay in Carbondale if they had a chance at a
legitimate job, she said.
Davis said she would draw on her experience in community development in Baltimore.
andrea_zimmermann@dailyegyptian.com
536-3311 ext. 274
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THEIR WORD

Nuke agreement leaves questions
THE YOMIURI SHIMBUN

W

ill the agreement at the
six-party talks pave the way
for the scrapping of North
Korea’s nuclear programs? A big question mark hangs over the agreement.
In the six-party talks that concluded
in Beijing on Tuesday, the participants,
including North Korea, adopted a written document that specified the initial-phase measures to be implemented
by the six countries within 60 days to
fulfill the contents of the joint statement
signed in 2005.
As the first step toward implementing North Korea’s promise to “abandon
all nuclear weapons and existing nuclear
programs,” North Korea is required to
“shut down and seal the nuclear facility
in operation at Yongbyon.” It also will be
required to accept the return of inspectors of the International Atomic Energy
Agency for verification purposes.
At the Yongbyon facility, enough plutonium to make one nuclear weapon is
produced every year.
If the facility is shut down, meaning
that the production of plutonium there is
stopped for the present, a certain “result”

can be said to be achieved.
regime was able to extract promises of
But Japan and the United States have energy aid and bilateral negotiations
called on North Korea to abandon all
on diplomatic normalization with the
its nuclear programs, including uranium
United States. The country must believe
enrichment, in a “complete, verifiable
it has achieved a diplomatic “victory.”
and irreversible” manner.
The agreement this
Tuesday’s agreement is a
time also does not menIf North Korea
far cry from the goal the
tion a secret nuclear develsucceeds in
two countries have sought.
opment program using
downscaling
North Korea initially
enriched uranium. We
will be provided with
nuclear weapons are worried that the latest
emergency energy aid
and developing a agreement will suffer the
equivalent to 50,000 tons
same fate as the so-called
of fuel oil in exchange for ballistic missile with 1994 Agreed Framework
shutting down and sealing
nuclear warheads, between the United States
its nuclear facilities.
and North Korea, which
Japan, which is
Remaining energy aid
collapsed later. The prowithin the reach cesses for the dismantleequivalent to 950,000
tons of fuel oil will be
of Rodong missle, ment of nuclear facilities
provided at the next stage
would face an even and the relinquishment of
by the time North Korea
nuclear weapons and plumore serious threat. tonium are not at all clear.
completes the disabling
of its nuclear facilities
North Korea can be
and submits complete reports on all its
expected to make the same exorbitant
nuclear programs. At the same time,
demands in future negotiations as it did
North Korea and the United States will
in the six-party talks this time. In fact,
hold bilateral negotiations on lifting U.S. Pyongyang has said in the past that it
financial sanctions against North Korea.
would only scrap its nuclear programs
Although North Korea went ahead
after light water nuclear plants it is given
with a nuclear test, the Kim Jong Il
go online. The road to the scrapping

of Pyongyang’s nuclear programs is an
extremely rough one.
The most important thing to bear in
mind is that the latest agreement does
not mean that Pyongyang’s nuclear
development has stopped. Neither has
North Korea promised to halt nuclear
tests. If North Korea succeeds in downscaling nuclear weapons and developing
a ballistic missile with nuclear warheads,
Japan, which is within the reach of a
Rodong missile, would face an even more
serious threat.
The United Nations and Japan on its
own have imposed sanctions on North
Korea as it carried out a nuclear test
despite international warnings not to do
so. As long as the process for the scrapping of nuclear programs remains vague,
the continuation of such sanctions is
natural.
Unless there is progress on the issue
of North Korean agents’ abduction of
Japanese nationals, Japan will not provide aid to North Korea. What stance
will Pyongyang take at a working group
meeting between Japan and North Korea
that is to be held within 30 days? Japan
should carefully discuss aid after seeing
how Pyongyang acts in the meeting.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
What about current
students?
DEAR EDITOR:
I would like to address a topic in the letter written
by Becky Robinson, titled “Promising future for SIU.”
What is it with everyone and this Saluki Way plan?
As I understand it, it is a way of making SIU more
appeasing in the eyes of potential students and their
parents so they will be persuaded to come to SIU.
I understand the concern to increase enrollment, but
what about the current students? You know, us faithful Salukis who have been here since freshman year?
What about what we want and what we need? Instead
of plans to build what I feel is unnecessary, like a new
athletic stadium, how about we focus our plans on
repairing some of these buildings? How about we ask

the state for more funding instead of raising student
fees? How about we use the little money we do have
on more useful things than updating an outdated bowling alley? How about we find other ways of preventing
violence on campus than locking dorm doors all day?
Let’s face it — if someone wants to get into a building
to do something they know they shouldn’t, they’ll just
get someone to sign them in. That’s kind of defeating
the purpose a little, don’t you think?
I feel that our school is headed toward destruction
because we focus too much on some things and not
enough on others. The Saluki Way idea is only a way
to get new students in, but what is there to keep them
here? SIU needs to focus on its internal problems first,
and then worry about the outside.

Send letters to the editor and
guest columnist submissions to
voices@dailyegyptian.com, and don’t forget to include your name, year in school,
major, hometown and a phone number
for verification.

 







  

L. Mo’Nique Kirkwood
junior healthcare management

MISSION STATEMENT
The DAILY EGYPTIAN, the student-run newspaper of Southern Illinois University
Carbondale, is committed to being a trusted source of news, information, commentary
and public discourse, while helping readers understand the issues affecting their lives.
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lot of teams I’ve been on, it’s more tense. Here,
“ On athere’s
just a mutual respect for each other.”

Jayme Sweere
junior guard on playing on the women’s basketball team
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Are you really my daddy?
Derrick K. Baker
MCCLATCHY-TRIBUNE

Perhaps the fact that I manage
money well and enjoy women are
the reasons for my strong reaction to
cases in which men have to continue
paying child support for a child
after it’s determined that they didn’t
father the child.
Maybe because I continue to
evolve into a more compassionate
adult and a die-hard advocate for
men’s rights, I’ve also developed an
equally evolving notion of financial
fairness, the absolute truth and
parental rights.
Could it be that I’ve become so
cynical and skeptical when it comes
to relationships and marriages that,
when it comes to kids, I doubt and
disbelieve much of what comes out
of a woman’s mouth?
My gumbo of emotions notwith-standing, who among us hasn’t
formed some opinions about an
issue that is taking a more prominent role in how families are maintained or dissolved; how marriages
are sustained or broken; and how
children view themselves and the
roles of adults in their lives – not
to mention the primary issue of a
child’s best interests.
Here’s the issue: If a man
believes or is lead to believe by the
woman that he has sired a child by
her, but it’s later proved by DNA
testing that the man is not the
father, should he legally or morally
continue paying child support?
On one side, there are people
who support these men – known in
some circles as “duped dads” – and

believe that at the end of the day
least biologically.
the men are fraud victims. Think of
The emotional connection
buying an expensive stereo only to
between dad and kids, however, is
find out that inside there are cheap,
another story. And it’s a story that
poorly made components.
cannot be overlooked or downWhile that’s a terrible compariplayed, particularly in the black
son that likens human life to concommunity where single-parent
sumer products, you get the point.
homes are common.
According to a recent illumiFurthermore, consider the case
nating article in Time magazine,
of Georgia engineer Carnell Smith,
“the law’s marital
“who found out
presumption of
soon after he
Could it be that I’ve broke up with his
fatherhood has
ended up enslavbecome so cynical girlfriend that she
ing a divorced
was pregnant and
and skeptical when it spent the next 11
dad, like the
comes to relationships years believing he
Michigan man
who proved he
and marriages that, was the girl’s father.
had not sired his
Then, in 2000, after
when it comes to kids, his visitation time
son but was still
I doubt and disbelieve had been cut back
ordered to send
child-support
much of what comes around the same
payments directly
time that a court
out of a woman’s
to the boy’s bioorder nearly doumouth?
logical father,
bled his monthly
who was granted
child-support paycustody after the mom moved out of ments, he took a test that showed he
his place and left the kid there.”
was not the biological parent.”
Then there’s the case of 36-yearIf that’s not life-changing news
old Dylan Davis, a software engifor all involved, what is?
neer in Denver, who questioned the
After spending three years and
paternity of his 6-year-old twins. A
six figures in fees, Smith (“a broke
negative DNA test proved he wasn’t
but free man”) no longer is finanthe father. His ex-wife moved and
cially responsible for the child but is
while he no longer has contact with
responsible for the new DNA testthe kids, “under Colorado law he is
ing company he founded as a result
still required to pay $663 a month in of his experience.
child support.”
How deep must the wide-rangDavis isn’t taking the lie and
ing emotions be that surface when a
law lying down; he’s working to
man finds out that a child isn’t his?
change the state’s statute so he
What a challenge for both parents
and other men in his predicament
to now redefine their relationship
don’t have to shell out money for
with each other, and how – if at all
kids who aren’t their own – at
– to tell the child the truth.

The way I see it, if a man has
serious doubts about the paternity of
his child – and not just misgivings
about the quality and future of the
relationship with the child’s mother
– then he should pursue the truth.
If a mother secretly knows she
has her own questions and doubts
about her child’s paternity, she
would be unwise, to put it mildly, to
display shock that the man is seeking the truth.
Ladies, be prepared to face the
facts, the truth and the consequences. Gentlemen, don’t ask a question
that may deliver an answer you’re
ill-prepared to hear.
Children’s advocates sitting on
the other side of the argument
contend that what remains most
paramount, however, is the child’s
best interests. For a child, learning
that a man he called “Dad” for years
really is not his father can be as convoluted as the circumstances that led
to the child’s birth.
Learning of such likely will
prompt a child to question both
parents’ honesty, and depending on
the quality and duration of the relationship to the father, plant seeds of
doubt about men as a whole.
Nevertheless, show me a man
who doesn’t want to know if a child
is really his and I’ll show you a man
who isn’t one.
Derrick K. Baker is a columnist
for N’Digo, a Chicago ``magapaper
for the urbane’’; Web site: www.
ndigo.com. Readers may write to him
at: N’Digo, 19 N. Sangamon St.,
Chicago, Ill. 60607, or via e-mail at
Dbaker1004@aol.com.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Carbondale streets need to be
safer for pedestrians
DEAR EDITOR:
I was appalled to read that another accident involving a pedestrian occurred on Mill Street. According to the article published in
Wednesday’s DAILY EGYPTIAN, there have been three accidents already
this year on Mill, and one of them fatal. Doesn’t that seem a little high
considering we are only a month and a half into the new year?
Mill Street is a dangerous road to cross. For years I have heard of
people having near misses or accidents on that street. One of my own
friends was hit by an SUV last semester while riding his bike legally
on Mill. Fortunately, he was lucky enough to be unharmed. Crossing

Motivational speakers?
Better options are available

intersections and driving on Mill is impossible during the day and
dangerous during the night. Overall, where Mill parallels Lincoln on
campus, both streets are equally unnerving to walk, pedal or drive on.
The intersection on Mill and Rawlings is especially dangerous
because it is in a seemingly arbitrary spot. Many drivers are unaware
of its presence until they are on top of it, and those who do know it’s
there do not yield.
Honestly, how many more people need to die or sustain injury
before anyone with power realizes that the problem may be the layout
of the street itself? I believe that the university and the city need to
work together to make the street that bridges the two communities
safer for anyone who needs to use it.

Elizabeth C. Hughes
student at John A. Logan College

© 2007 D AILY E GYPTIAN . All rights
reserved. All content is property of
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E D I TO R I A L P O L I C Y

DEAR EDITOR:
I was more than a bit surprised to see the ad in the Valentine’s issue
of the DE encouraging faculty and staff to attend one of the many presentations of a motivational speaker who will be on campus this week and
next. Motivational speakers; is this where we’re headed? Who should we
expect next, Dr. Phil? Oprah? Carnival hucksters and hypnotists?
I fail to see how a motivational speaker can, as the ad claims, “sharpen
our focus on our key mission - providing a world-class education and services to our students.” Our key mission is intimately linked to the activi-

• Letters and guest columns must be submitted
with author’s contact information, preferably via
e-mail. All letters are limited to 300 words and
columns to 500 words. All topics are acceptable.
All submissions are subject to editing.

7

ties of high quality faculty dedicated to both teaching and research, and to
students hungry for academic success. University leadership can best promote our key mission by nurturing a climate of intellectual stimulation.
But will this be the message of the “master facilitator and coach” who is
coming to SIUC to tell us to have a “great day everyday?” Doubtful.
I would bet that for the same price as our distinguished motivational
speaker, the university could bring at least two Nobel Laureates to campus to discuss their achievements. Having heard several speak in the past,
I can assure you that their speeches are highly motivating and fully inspirational. And, of course, intellectually stimulating.

O UR W ORD is the consensus of the
D AILY E GYPTIAN Editorial Board on
local, national and global issues
affecting the Southern Illinois
University community. Viewpoints
expressed in columns and letters to the
editor do not necessarily reflect those of
the D AILY E GYPTIAN .

Michael T. Madigan
professor, Department of Microbiology
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Gloria Bode says we forgot
about the calendar Thursday,
but you can look at it online
at siuDE.com
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Slave struggles center of Veronicolumn
Dred Scott performance
VERONICA HILBRING

Veronica Hilbring
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Before Brad and Angelina were fighting
for their lives in “Mr. and Mrs. Smith,” Dred
and Harriet Scott were waging a battle of
their own.
To commemorate the 150th anniversary of the Dred Scott Supreme Court decision and Black History Month, the Black
Reperatory Theater presents a chapter of
“No Land’s Man: A Chapter in the lives of
Dred and Harriet Scott” at 7 p.m. Saturday
in the Christian H. Moe theater.
The production opens with a modern day
conservator preserving the texts of the Dred
Scott v. Sanford Supreme Court case. We are
then taken back to a time in 1857 when the
Scotts were fighting to become free citizens
of Missouri.
The chapter, called “Mr. And Mrs. Dred
Scott,” focuses on their personal lives instead
of looking more at the Scotts’ legal battles.
Dred Scott was born a slave in about
1799 in Virginia. The family that owned
Scott moved to St. Louis in 1830. He was
sold two years later to Dr. Emerson, a surgeon for the United States Armed Forces.
Dred met and married Harriet while in
Wisconsin. She then came to belong to the
Emerson family.
The family traveled to several places
throughout the “free” states. After Emerson’s
death, the ownership was transferred to his
wife’s brother, John F.A. Sanford.
The Scotts tried to buy them in 1846.
In 1857, the Supreme Court ruled in favor
of Sanford.

Some familiar faces will grace the stage of
the Moe Theater.
Two recent SIUC graduates are returning
as stars of the production. Corey Hendricks
and Darlene Dues star as Dred Scott and
Tenzie in the small cast. Hendrix and Dues
were costars in last years “Fences.”
Both are students in the professional
internship program at the Black Rep. As
part of the one-year program, interns travel
throughout the region, performing at various
schools and community centers. They also
hold workshops.
Created by Ron Himes in 1976, the
Black Rep has grown to become the largest
professional black theater company in the
nation. In addition to “No Man’s Land,” the
traveling troupe also performs “I, Too, Sing
America,” “Precious and the Boo Hag” and
“Folktales and More.”
The stars of the production agreed
that both they and the audience will have
learned more about the Scotts than in
any textbook.
Hendricks said his character was more
than how people typically view slaves.
“He couldn’t read or write, but he was a
very intelligent man,”
Hendricks said.
Show info
Dues said she the
play helped her learn ‘Mr. and Mrs.
Dred Scott’
more about the case.
is at 7 p.m.
“I knew what he Saturday in the
did was important, but Christian H. Moe
we really don’t take Theater of the
the time to meditate Communications
on it. It just opened Building.
my eyes,” she said.

veronica_hilbring@
dailyegyptian.com

Today’s TV stars,
tomorrow’s trash
As a member of the reality TV nation, there
is an issue I must address — those horrible “let’s
put a group together and try to sell it to the
public” searches for new talent shows.
At least every other year, there is a show that
promises to create the next Backstreet Boys or
TLC. Most of the time, what we end up getting is a group of people that not only lacks the
chemistry of the aforementioned groups, but
also lacks talent.
Let’s take a stroll down the reality TV
band lane.
=Eden’s Crush, O-Town and Da Band.
Who?
Exactly. I’m sure if you polled 50 people, not
even half of them would know whom you were
talking about. If they could tell you who they
were, they probably couldn’t tell you the last time
they heard about the group.
Eden’s Crush emerged from the reality show
“PopStars” in 2001. The show was actually a
prelude to the ever–so-popular American Idol.
Both O-Town and Da Band were created on the
ABC/MTV show “Making The Band.”
Viewer’s watch these people perform, audition, dance and cry for the opportunity of a
lifetime. They are often heckled, humiliated and
cursed out by judges who claim that they are
preparing the contestants for “the business.”
P. Diddy made Da Band walk from

Manhattan to Brooklyn to get him a slice of
Junior’s Cheesecake.
Sure, they didn’t have to do it. But when you
have a dream, you are willing to do anything to
obtain it. These musical puppet masters know
that and they capitalize on it. They aren’t concerned about the performers. They just want to
make a quick buck while they can.
The public can be a performer’s best and
worst enemy. We’ll watch people audition for
the group and record an album, but when that
album comes out, we won’t be anywhere near
the record store.
And why would we? Why would we want
to hear songs we saw you practice thousands of
times on TV reruns?
Puh-lease!
Despite the fact that many reality groups
don’t make it past their first album, various
producers — such as Puffy,
P. Diddy, Diddy or whatever The public
he calls himself today — are
relentless in their pursuit of can be a
the perfect group.
performer’s
Please spare us.
For some reason, when best and
people try to put a group worst
together, it doesn’t work
as well as discovering a enemy.
solo artist.
People want to watch a talent show where
they have a say in the outcome. We don’t want to
see a show that decides the best talent for us.
Perhaps the next batch of bands can escape
the inevitable backlash and breakup that have
happened to previous groups.
MTV’s current band, Danity Kane, is having
great success with a No. 1 album.
So, of course, you must strike while the iron
is hot.
As I am writing this, Sean “ Puffy” Combs
is scouring the country looking for the big
boy band.
Will it ever end?
Probably not.
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by Glenn McCoy

The Duplex

By Linda Black

by Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein

Girls and Sports

John and the Giraffe

by Marc Chyba

Today’s Birthday (02-16-07). You
have amazing powers this year and
exceptional foresight. Don’t spend all
your time visualizing a wonderful future;
devise a plan. Then, work the plan.
To get the advantage, check the day’s
rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most
challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) - Today is
an 8 - You’re providing important leadership to the people you coach. They’re
giving you something back that’s even
more important.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) - Today is a
7 - You’re in a position to carry out your
plan and advance your agenda. Promise
the folks back home you’ll have more
time for them next week.
Gemini (May 21-June 21) - Today is
a 7 - You’re venturing farther away from
your old safety zone than every before.
Actually, what’s happening is that your
safety zone is expanding. Don’t worry
about it.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) - Today is
a 6 - You’re best at increasing efficiency
and profits, so do that. Let other people
do all the stuff you don’t feel like doing.
You’re not as good at that stuff as they
are, anyway.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) - Today is a 7
- You’re often the one who steps up to
take care of everyone else. This time,
lean back and put up your feet. Let them
take care of you.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) - Today is
a 7 - The workload is getting even more
intense, demanding more of your attention. Since you’re not getting paid any
more to do it, though, it could also be
quite irritating. Do the best you can.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) - Today is a
6 - Consult an older family member who
always gives good advice. You’ll learn a
much easier way to do a rather icky job.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21 - Today is a
6 - You rarely spend a whole day in bed,
but you should give it a try. Conditions
are perfect for hiding away, and watching the world go by.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
- Today is an 8 - Concentrate on your
studies. You’re a philosopher, and what
you’re learning now will serve you well.
Satisfaction is within your grasp.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) - Today
is a 7 - It looks like money is coming in,
perhaps more than expected. There’s
some kind of catch associated with it,
though. Don’t shop `til the check clears.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) - Today
is an 8 - Don’t tell everybody what
you have. That would cause jealousies.
Quietly negotiate the best deal you can,
and then get yourself a special treat.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) - Today is
a 6 - The task is difficult, but not impossible. And, you could have an idea that
suddenly makes it all sensible. Stranger
things have happened.
(c) 2007, TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES
Distributed by McClatchy-Tribune

by nikki proctor

College and Cats

THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
by Henri Arnold and Mike Argirion

Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.

Sudoku

By Michael Mepham

SOYUL
Level: 1

2

3

4

Complete the grid so each row, column and 3-by3 box (in bold borders) contains every digit 1 to
9. For strategies on how to solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk.

©2007 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

TARIE

Solution
puzzle
Solution to
to Friday’s
Saturday’s
puzzle

YONNAC
www.jumble.com

LOWPAL
Now arrange the circled letters
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.

Print answer here:
Yesterday’s
Sudoku on your cell phone. Enter 783658.com in your mobile Web browser. Get a free game!
© 2006 Michael Mepham. Distributed by Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved.

12/4/06

“

”

(Answers tomorrow)
Jumbles: RABBI
PYTHON
HAVEN ALIAS
BOGUS ROSARY
EFFACE
FORGER
What enjoy
the brawlers
discussing
faced
oldwhen
timesthey
at awere
Answer: They
arrested—
forHISTORIANS
battery — “CHARGES”
reunion
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Saluki women turning heads
Jeff Engelhardt
DAILY EGYPTIAN

The SIU women’s basketball team’s success
has earned it a vote in the USA Today Top 25
poll in addition to first place in the Missouri
Valley Conference.
The Salukis defeated then-first place Illinois
State Feb. 4 to begin a three game winning
streak, their latest win coming at home against
Northern Iowa, 49-46.

Brown became the eighth player in
Bradley history to make 100 3-pointers.

Newcomer of the Week
Freshman guard Kelsey Luna of Indiana
State won Newcomer of the Week for
the third time this season. She averaged
19 points per game this week, helping the
Sycamores pick up wins against Missouri
State and Wichita State.

Player of the Week
The MVC Player of the Week went to
senior guard Jen Brown of Bradley.
Brown started the week averaging 6.2 points
per game, but she raised her game against
Evansville and SIU, averaging 20.5 points over
two games.
She led her team to an overtime win against
Evansville, 82-76, scoring 17 points in the
contest. Bradley upset the Salukis Feb. 9 but
lost, 55-50, when Brown scored a game-best
17 points.

ENROLLMENT
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

1

Financial Aid, University Housing,
various colleges and some sort of student representation.
“The goal is to think of enrollment
management initially in a macro way,”
he said. “Where are we going, what
are we doing and how have we been
addressing certain issues?”
Carmen Suarez is at the enrollment helm on an interim basis until a
full-time associate vice chancellor for
Enrollment Management is found.
Suarez said a search for that position
and the new director of undergraduate admissions position are ongoing.
Suarez said her focus is admissions
and first-year programming, what she
calls the “foundation” of enrollment.
She said the university has been too
complacent in these areas.
“I don’t think we’ve done a bad job
or people haven’t done their job, but
we’ve been sitting on our butts, resting
on our laurels, because we’re a good
university and people come here,” she
said. “It’s like that, if you build it will
they come? Well, sometimes you have
to go out there and invite them in, and

EMPLOY
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

1

with disabilities is increasing, Pusch
said. More than 75 percent of people
with disabilities are unemployed, he
said.
Pusch said he would use his experience as a chief executive officer for
three nonprofit organizations to prepare the applicants.
“I’m the bottom line guy,” he said.
“What am I putting out — what am I
getting back for my investment?”
Pusch said the program will receive
funding from a more than $100,000
grant from the Illinois Board of
Higher Education through the Paul

Saluki of the Week
The Saluki of the Week is Carlai
Moore, as she topped the 800-point plateau. The senior forward now has 814
points in her career, 23rd all-time at SIU.
Moore is also 12th in the nation in
field goal percentage this season, shooting
58.1 percent.
jeff_engelhardt@dailyegyptian.com
536-3311 ext 238

we need to do that more.”
Suarez said the key is keeping
up with technology that the college
generation responds to while keeping
the personal touch that surveys have
shown attract students to SIUC.
“We believe that the key will be
the personal touch, coupled with
affordability,” she said.
Dunn said the enrollment committee would determine an appropriate balance between need-based and
merit-based financial aid for students.
Dunn said the university has made
progress in affordability by committing an additional $1 million in needbased scholarships. He said a proposed
increase of the Pell Grant would also
make a difference.
President Bush is expected to propose the largest Pell Grant increase
in three decades in the 2008 budget,
the Associated Press reported. The
grants are federal aid for low-income
students to pay for education.
Dunn said 35 percent of SIUC
students are Pell Grant eligible.
Brantley Aning, an undecided
freshman from Highland Park, said
he chose to come to SIUC last year
because of affordability and diversity.

He also said SIUC was his last choice
and he didn’t get in to other schools
he preferred.
Aning said SIUC officials need
to do a better job attracting students,
because they did not gain his interest
initially.
“They should do a better job at
reaching high schools and do a better job here first, making it more
suitable and making it more of an
attraction like [University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign] and Indiana
[University] are, because its not really
a first priority on a lot of kids’ school
choices,” he said.
Dan Wallach, a sophomore from
Hawthorn Woods studying radiotelevision, said he would not fully
endorse the university.
“If my friends asked me ‘Should
I come to SIU?’ I’d say wait a few
more years, then come, but not now,”
he said. “There’s construction everywhere, and with the library being in
the situation it is, nobody wants to
come here and do research because
it’s impossible.”

Simon Public Policy Institute.
Matt Baughman, assistant director of the institute, said many of the
perceived barriers to hiring people
with disabilities could be overcome
with education.
A local representative from
Walgreens is scheduled to be at the
event to discuss the reasons the company hires people with disabilities,
he said. Incentives to hiring people
with disabilities are often available to
employers, he said.
The institute will play a role in
investigating changes to public policy
that could make it easier for employers to hire people with disabilities,
Baughman said.

Jane Floyd-Hendey, director of
Disability Support Services at SIU,
said her office has never offered services to students after they graduated.
She said the Edwardsville campus has depended on the Illinois
Department of Rehabilitation
Services to help employ graduates
with disabilities.
Pusch said Transition to
Employment would offer more comprehensive services to graduates than
any program he is aware of.
“No one’s doing what we’re doing,”
he said.

sean_mcgahan@dailyegyptian.com
536-3311 ext. 254

nirvjec@siu.edu
536-3311 ext. 259
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Saluki Insider
Former Miami Heat guard Tim Hardaway said on a radio show Wednesday afternoon
that he would not want a gay player on his team, in reference to retired forward John
Amaechi coming out. He went as far as saying he “hates gay people.” What do you make of
Hardaway’s insensitive comments?

SCOTT MIESZALA
“That isn’t nice.”
scott_mieszala@
dailyegyptian.com

“Hardaway didn’t come off as anything
more than a bigot. Regardless of how you
feel about the Amaechi or any other player’s
lifestyle, keep it to yourself. It makes me
wonder how many other players feel the
same way as Hardaway does, which is scary.”

MATT HARTWIG
matt_hartwig@
dailyegyptian.com

“Those comments were way out of line.

SALUKI ‘Quote of the Day’
STATS OF Chris
THE Lowery

0.333 5:36.06.08 16’8.43” 17363 3/7
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SIU FOOTBALL

“I think we’re
confident but
not arrogant. I
mean, there’s
a difference.
We understand
that this can
all go away in
three games.
These next
three games
if we don’t play well, don’t do what we
need to do, we can lose the conference
championship, we can lose momentum,
we can lose them mentally and we can
lose their confidence level. We’re just
staying even-keel and making sure we
stay focused.”

Craig Coffin

— SIU men’s basketball coach Chris
Lowery when asked how confident
the Salukis are riding an eight-game
winning streak and being ranked 16th
in the nation.

JEFF ENGELHARDT Sport franchises took too long to accept players
jeff_engelhardt@
dailyegyptian.com

BUTLER
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“That’s the biggest difference as
far as anything,” Lowery said. “We
can’t put too much importance on it
and come down and crash emotionally because we don’t play well, then
carry that over to our last two conference games.”
The Bulldogs have had winning
streaks of 11 games and nine games
this season, their latest game a 79-65
win over Florida Gulf Coast.
Butler junior guard Mike Green
was the Bulldogs’ top scorer in the
contest, notching 24 points and
going to the free throw line 16 times,
sinking 14.
Butler’s leading scorer this season is junior guard A.J. Graves,
who is averaging 17.6 points per
game. Graves scored 22 points in the
Bulldogs’ Feb. 13 win.
“We’re going to go in there with
the same mindset we always do,”
Tatum said. “We’re going to stick
to our defensive principles and we’re
not going to worry about just stopping one person. We’re going to
worry about stopping their whole
team.”
As a team, Butler leads the
Horizon League in field goal percentage defense (.398) and scoring

DRAKE
CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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In their previous meeting, the
Salukis defeated the Bluejays
63-43 in Carbondale on Jan. 18.
Sophomore Saluki guard Erica
Smith had her first double-double
of her career scoring 11 points
while racking up 10 rebounds.
Creighton’s freshman guard
Megan Neuvirth came off the
bench that game to lead the
Bluejays in scoring with 10
points.

from other races. I hope it is not the same for gay
players. The best basketball players should play in Do you have questions for
the Saluki Banter that you
the NBA regardless of race or sexual orientation,
but the players have to be accepting of it or it will want answered?
never happen.”
E-mail de_editor@dailyegyptian.com

defense (56.4 points per game).
Butler’s offense is second in its
conference with 69.5 points per
game, having attempted the most
3-pointers in the Horizon League
this season.
“They shoot the ball, they can
make threes and they’re good defensively,” Lowery said. “They’re a good
basketball team and we respect everything they’ve done.”
The Salukis’ allow 55.7 points
per game, third least among NCAA
Division I teams.
SIU held Missouri State to 47
points in Wednesday’s game and
won 51-47. The high scorer for the
Salukis was junior forward Randal
Falker, who scored 20 points and
grabbed 12 rebounds.
This one game after Falker scored
a season low three points against the
Bluejays.
“It was a bad game against
Creighton but it wasn’t like I didn’t
go out there and play hard,” Falker
said. “Most likely I wasn’t very smart.
It was a learning experience.”
Lowery said the Bluejays took
Falker out of the game with double
teams and Falker still gave a full
effort.
scott_mieszala@dailyegyptian.com
536-3311 ext. 269

Creighton is seventh in the
MVC, scoring 64.9 points per
game, while its defense ranks sixth,
allowing 68.8 points per game.
Eikenberg said Creighton has
a pair of freshmen in the low post
who are very successful.
“I can only imagine that they
are going to expect an inside game
with us,” Eikenberg said. “Just
because we beat a team by double digits doesn’t declare a win
for us.”

BASEBALL SCHEDULE
Feb. 16 Southern Miss Tourn. 4:00 p.m.
Feb. 17 Southern Miss Tourn. 12:00 p.m.
Feb. 18 Southern Miss Tourn. 11:00 p.m.
Feb. 23

Central Michigan

2:00 p.m.

Feb. 24

Central Michigan

1:00 p.m.

Central Michigan

1:00 p.m.

Feb. 25
Feb. 28
March 2

Northern Illinois

2:00 p.m.

March 3

Northern Illinois

1:00 p.m.

March 4

Northern Illinois

1:00 p.m.

March 7

Murray State

2:00 p.m.

March10 Youngstown State 2:00 p.m.
March 11 Youngstown State 1:00 p.m.
March 13 Middle Tenn. State

3:00 p.m.

March 14 Middle Tenn. State

3:00 p.m.

March 16 Western Michigan

2:00 p.m.

March 17 Western Michigan

1:00 p.m.

March 18 Western Michigan

1:00 p.m.

March 21

Murray State

2:00 p.m.

March 23

Illinois State

2:00 p.m.

March 24

Illinois State

1:00 p.m.

March 25

Illinois State

2:00 p.m.

MEN’S BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
Feb. 17 ESPN Bracket Busters TBA
Feb. 21

Indiana State

7:05 p.m.

Feb. 24

Evansville

TBA

March 1

MVC Tournament

TBA

March 2

MVC Tournament

TBA

March 3

MVC Tournament

TBA

March 4

MVC Tournament

TBA

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
Feb. 16

Drake

7:05 p.m.

Feb. 18

Creighton

3:05 p.m.

Feb. 25

Evansville

2:05 p..m.

March 1

Missouri State

7:05 p.m.

March 3

Wichita State

2:05 p.m.

March 8

MVC Tournament

TBA

March 9

MVC Tournament

TBA

March 10

MVC Tournament

TBA

March 11

MVC Tournament

TBA

SOFTBALL SCHEDULE
Feb. 16

matt_hartwig@dailyegyptian.com
536-3311 ext. 238

Tennessee-Martin 2:00 p.m.

Feb. 16

Indiana
Texas State

11:00 a.m.
1:00 p.m.

Feb. 17

Centenary College

7:30 p.m.

Feb. 18

Lousiana College

11:00 a.m.

Feb. 23

North Carolina

2:30 p.m.

Feb. 23

Hofstra

5:00 p.m.

NCAA

Feb. 24

Auburn

10:30 p.m.

Two Students from University of Illinois sue to stop
NCAA sanctions over Chief Illiniwek

Feb. 24

Michigan

3:30 p.m.

March 3

Ball State

12:00 p.m.

March 3

Ohio

2:00 p.m.

March 4

Western Illinois

3:00 p.m.

March 4

Indiana

5:00 p.m.

March 9

Florida A&M

1:30 p.m.

March 9

Western Carolina

4:00 p.m.

March 10

Buffalo

11:00 a.m.

March 10

Georgia

4:00 p.m.

March 17

Bradley

12:00 p.m.

March 17

Bradley

2:00 p.m.

March 18

Bradley

12:00 p.m.

SPORTS BRIEFS

CHAMPAIGN (AP) — Two students who portray University of Illinois mascot Chief Illiniwek
filed a lawsuit Thursday seeking to end NCAA sanctions against the school.
The complaint filed in Champaign County Circuit Court also seeks to stop the university’s
board of trustees from complying with NCAA sanctions.
After years of complaints from American Indians and others, the NCAA in 2005 deemed
Illiniwek an offensive use of American Indian imagery and barred the university from hosting
postseason sporting events.
Dan Maloney, of Galesburg, and Logan Ponce, of St. Charles, portray the chief at basketball
and football games.
In their complaint, they asked a judge to issue an injunction against the NCAA and the
board. Maloney and Ponce claim, among other things, that limits on their performances would
infringe on their right to free speech.
NCAA spokesman Bob Williams said Thursday that he hadn’t seen a copy of the complaint
and declined comment.
The university board of trustees has said it expects to make a decision on the chief’s future
this year.

March 20

Evansville

2:00 p.m.

March 20

Evansville

4:00 p.m.

March 21

Missouri

3:00 p.m.

Sports

Sports
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MEN’S BASKETBALL

Bulldog
busters
SIU takes 8-game
win streak to Butler
Scott Mieszala
DAILY EGYPTIAN

The Salukis have won eight
games in a row, and the common
theme in each game is that they
simply got the job done.
During the streak, the SIU
men’s basketball team has won
four games by four points or less,
whether the Salukis had to score
70 points to win or just 50.
“That’s a credit to our kids
being cut in mentally, just doing
the small things, the little things
that lead to victory,” SIU coach
Chris Lowery said.
No. 16 SIU (22-5, 13-3) beat
Creighton twice during the run to
take the first spot in the Missouri
Valley Conference and received its
first national ranking in two years.
The Salukis will travel outside
the Valley to play No. 13 Butler
(24-3, 11-2), which has won 10 of
its last 11 games. The game will tip
Randal Falker
looks to pass
during the SIU
vs. Creighton
game Feb. 10 at
SIU Arena. The
Salukis play at
Butler at Saturday
afternoon.

off Saturday at 3 p.m. and be telecast on ESPN2 as part of ESPN’s
BracketBusters.
SIU’s last loss was Jan. 17 at
Evansville, Ind., 75-68, when the
Salukis were outscored 11-5 in the
final 80 seconds.
After the game, SIU senior
guards Jamaal Tatum and Tony
Young called a closed-door players
meeting.
“It was just basically saying that
we need to buckle down and be
ready to play every game the rest
of the season,” Tatum said. “We
kind of brought up people in the
past who helped make this program, like Brad Korn or Sylvester
Willis or Darren Brooks or Stetson
Hairston, you know, and said that
these guys wouldn’t let stuff like
that happen, so we needed everybody to step up.”
Lowery said the game against
the Bulldogs is like any other
game, except it is the first time in
BracketBusters history that both
teams are nationally ranked.
See BUTLER, Page 15

#16 SIU at #13 Butler
(22-5, 13-3) (24-3, 11-2)
Saturday Feb. 17 3:00 p.m.
SIU OPP
Points per game 62.9
45.3
Field goal %
36.8
3-point %
69.4
Free throw %
Rebounds per game 29.9
Assists per game 11.9
6.9
Steals per game

M ELISSA B ARR
D AILY E GYPTIAN

55.7
41.5
34.2
70.0
28.2
9.2
6.8

BU OPP
Points per game 69.5
43.9
Field goal %
36.6
3-point %
75.8
Free throw %
Rebounds per game 30.6
Assists per game 12.6
5.3
Steals per game

56.4
39.8
32.4
67.6
31.4
9.6
3.6

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

Salukis ready to slam conference door
SIU OPP
Points per game 66.1
46.8
Field goal %
33.0
3-point %
69.8
Free throw %
Rebounds per game 33.6
Assists per game 13.0
7.5
Steals per game

62.4
43.5
35.5
72.3
30.6
11.4
6.3

SIU at Drake
(15-9, 11-2) (8-14, 3-9)
Friday Feb. 16 7:05 p.m.
DU OPP
Points per game 63.3
43.9
Field goal %
32.6
3-point %
65.8
Free throw %
Rebounds per game 33.0
Assists per game 12.3
7.9
Steals per game

63.5
43.1
34.7
71.0
35.2
11.8
5.8

SIU at Creighton
(15-9, 11-2) (9-14, 6-6)
Sunday Feb. 18 3:05 p.m.
CU OPP
Points per game 64.9
40.1
Field goal %
31.4
3-point %
71.5
Free throw %
Rebounds per game 34.9
Assists per game 13.2
8.6
Steals per game

68.8
44.6
37.0
75.8
37.3
14.7
8.2

After Illinois State loss,
SIU alone in first
Matt Hartwig
DAILY EGYPTIAN

The SIU women’s basketball team is
ready to embark on its final road trip of
the season with a target on its back and
Top 25 votes in its favor.
The Salukis (15-9, 11-2) are now
in sole possession of first place in the
Missouri Valley Conference and will
travel to Drake (8-14, 3-9) for a 7:05
p.m. game Friday. SIU will then finish
the road trip in Omaha, Neb., with a
game against Creighton (9-14, 6-6) at
3:05 p.m. Sunday.
In the first match-up of the weekend,
the Salukis will face a Drake team on a
three-game home winning streak. The
Bulldogs are 22-5 at home and 40-22
all-time against SIU.
On Jan. 20, the Salukis defeated Drake
59-57 at home after a Debbie Burris
3-pointer with 17 seconds remaining.
Burris led the Salukis with 15 points.

The Bulldogs leading scorer was junior
guard Lindsay Whorton, who scored 25
points. Whorton averages 13.1 points
per game this season.
The Salukis should be in for a tough
defensive battle with the Bulldogs.
Drake’s offense scores 63.3 points per
game but its defense allows 63.5 points
per game, second best in the MVC.
“They (Drake) have been very successful at home and are very disciplined offensively,” Saluki coach Dana
Eikenberg said. “They are a confident
team when they play at home; they don’t
feel like they can be stopped.”
SIU is fifth in the MVC, scoring at
66.1 points per game while its defense
ranks first in the MVC allowing 62.4
points per game.
Eikenberg said SIU is very concerned
with the Bulldogs’ Whorton and junior
Brandy Dahir.
In their final game of the weekend,
the Salukis will take on Creighton at the
Qwest Center, where the Bluejays are 6-4
this season.
See DRAKE, Page 15
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SIU guard Jayme Sweere prepares to take a shot during
the basketball game against Bradley Feb. 9.

